have been missed in the following are on regular standing, and that the students always return home with the main. There are about a dozen, and we are six in number.

The Junior class is about the same weight. Calvin Duke was at last thought to be gaining a little. If Sarah is gaining — ground a little

you know my old complaint, that there is too much standing, but I can assure that it is not always as one it was before. My corporeality attracts a great many of the Bosomates to find what else are. After

how can the latter two be, Sarah has all her room. I am forced to leave

always about him, so that there is a continual cry, but that I only

I want to be your companion, I am so far behind in the other department. Let me wish you would show me how to commence this little task in such a way of an ornament a few blessings upon that old bully head for giving such long time of leisure. Upon the whole I believe it is best for me to do. I have only been able to write and compose more perhaps than I ever

be. At the beginning of this session the Bofra gave me a chance for to establish a temperate society. I believe that you are anxious to know, although there are a great many dangers of the

thrown out against it. There were about fifteen of them, or thereon, studying

who are going to be in for a long time. It is to be established

I do not know, but I suspect it will continue for one year

or through college course. If this will be continued again, perhaps

where the students do not drink half so much as they formerly

did, yet there are more spoils and damages fixed every night than

I have ever seen. I have been at this place, where it a man

advocate in favour of a temperate society. After this long summer, when

if you can make out — you must be a very good reader, I will write

up with something more, I do. Surely it must be a source of great

pleasure to hear that religion is going ground at bedside, and it feels

that the same was the case where we would just have so many others of professors.